STEREOVIEWS

H.H. Brodeck, of Walla Walla, is a passenger to
Alaska by the steamship California. He goes
under an engagement to the North Western

28. [ALASKA] Brodeck, Henry Herman. Large
group of 77 stereoviews and 8 cabinets, most
with printed titles, “Photographed for the
Northwest Trading Co. / by H.H. Brodeck, Walla
Walla, W.T. / Scenes in Alaska”, 1881.
Extraordinary visual documentation of early
Alaska portraying great ethnographic images of

Native Alaskans, mission schools, trading posts,
mining scenes, and the natural beauty of
Alaska. Some of the titles include “NWTrading
Company’s Steamer ‘Favorite’ and U.S. Ship
‘Jamestown’ anchoring in Sitka harbor”;
“NWTCo/s steamer ‘Favorite’ anchoring in
Hoonyah Harbor”; “NWTCo’s Post at Hoonyah
Village”; “U.S. Custom House at Rockwell”;
“NWTCo’s Post at Rockwell”; and “Mining

Camp, Rockwell, Takou Mines”. Other views
include Sitka, Hoonyah Village, Rockwell, Takou
Mines, Takou Inlet, Klocwan, Chillat Village,
Seduction Peninsula, Hoonyah natives, and
Auck and Chilcat Indians. The last titled number
is 106, so there may have been at least that
many in a complete series of Brodeck’s
stereoviews. This grouping consists of 83 of the
first 106 negative numbers. An Astoria, Oregon
newspaper reports on April 30, 1881 that “Mr.

trading company for the purpose of spending
some time there taking views of the scenery of
Alaska, etc. He will use the dry plate system,
and has an outfit for doing splendid work.”
After practicing photography in California in the
late 1860s and early 1870s, Brodeck moved to
Portland, Oregon and opened a photo studio,
first appearing in the city directories in 1877.
He relocated to Walla Walla, Washington
Territory, circa 1879. The Tacoma (WA) Weekly

Ledger of July 22, 1881 reported, “Mr. H H
Brodeck, who went to Alaska three months ago
for the purpose of taking photographic views of
noteworthy points in the country for the
Northwestern Commercial Company, returned
on the California this week, and came to
Tacoma last Wednesday evening. Mr. Brodeck
visited every available section of the country,
and came back delighted with his trip. The
Chilcat Indian village was visited by Mr.
Brodeck, whither he went to obtain
photographs of some remarkable carved
statuary in possession of these people…” The
article went on to mention the placer mines in

the Harrisburg district of Alaska where many
claims were paying as high as $10 to $12 per
day. The USS Jamestown, which appears in
several of Brodeck’s views, was stationed in
Sitka during the early part of 1881 to protect
American interests there as miners were
arriving in Alaska as a result of the news of
Richard Harris and Joe Juneau’s gold strike near
the present city of Juneau. The Northwest
Trading Company was organized in Portland,
Oregon by
Paul
Schulze and
some of his
fellow
railroad
investors,
such as
Henry
Villard.
Besides the
fur trade,
the
company
appeared to
have a diverse commercial plan to capitalize on
the development and exploitation of Alaska
which the US had purchased in 1867. By 1880,
the company’s steamer Favorite was operating
in southeast Alaska and by the end of the next
year the company had established trading posts
at Howkan, Killisnoo, Sitka, and Rockwell
(present-day Juneau) and a store in Hoonah (or
Hoonyah). The views titled Rockwell are some
of the earliest photographs of what is now
Juneau. The collection consists of 83
photographs on a variety of different mount
colors/sizes. The majority are in Fine condition,
clean and clear with good contrast and
excellent content.
29. [ARIZONA – Show Low / Camp Apache]
O’Sullivan, Timothy H. “Cooley’s Ranch, ten
miles east of Camp Apache, Arizona”, circa early
1870s. The view is on a “U.S. Geographical
Surveys West of 100th Meridian / 1st Lieut. Geo.
M. Wheeler, / Corps of Engineers in Charge”
mount. Although it does not identify the

photographer on the mount, O’Sullivan (circa
1840-1882) was Wheeler’s official
photographer on expeditions in 1871, 1873 and
1875. Someone has penciled in the date 1873

on the front of the mount above the center
image-divide line. On the back is written, in
pencil, “Sierra Blanca Range”. Cooley’s Ranch
belonged to Corydon Cooley who had come to
the area in 1869/1870 to help establish Camp
(or Fort) Apache. He spent the rest of his life in
the White Mountains and the community of
Show Low, located in Navajo County, AZ. He
married a White Mountain Apache woman,
Mollie, and later her sister. Although he served
as a scout against bands of the Apache, he was
friends of the White Mountain Apache and
greatly respected his Indian neighbors’ way of
life. Much of Cooley’s Ranch is now part of the
Ft. Apache Reservation.
30. [CALIFORNIA – Bartlett Springs] Everett,
A.J. The view is titled on the back in
manuscript, “Bartletts Springs / from point of
road / near Sod Springs”, circa 1880s. The

orange mount with a pink back reads,
“Photographed and Published by / A.J. Everett,
Lakeport, Cal”; “American Scenery, Stereoscopic
and Other / Views Around Clear Lake”; and
“Orders for Views Filled by Mail Promptly”. On

either side of the last phrase which is printed on
the bottom of the mount’s front side is printed
in ink, “TOWN”. Mautz lists Andrew Jackson
Everett as being in Amador (circa 1870s), Colusa
(circa 1877), and College City (circa 1878-1881),
but not in Lakeport in Lake County, California.
The appearance of the photo and mount
suggests it probably dates from the 1880s. The
view looks down into a valley with a rocky
terrain with patches of brush and a few trees on
the hill behind the cluster of buildings. The
spring was “discovered” by Green Bartlett in
1869 and developed by him into a resort by
claiming the spring water had curative or
restorative power. The Bartlett Springs post
office operated from 1873 until it closed in
1935.
31. [CALIFORNIA – Berkeley] Anon.
“California Scenery. 1767 – State Institute for
the Deaf and Dumb, and Blind, Berkeley, looking
East”, circa 1870. The image is printed on an
orange front / pink back mount with no

photographer’s identification. The school was
founded in 1860 in San Francisco, but moved
across the Bay to the Berkeley site, circa 1867,
on what is now Warring Street, adjacent to the
University of California, Berkeley campus. The
first building, made of stone in a Victorian
Gothic style, burned in 1875. The view shows
the imposing building with a baseball game
going on in front of it. Also visible are newly
planted shrubs and several women. The school
moved down the East Bay to Fremont in the
1970s and the UC Berkeley acquired one half of
the property.
32. [CALIFORNIA – Colfax] Hart, A.A. “149
Colfax, looking West, / Illinoistown in distance.”,
circa 1869. Alfred A. Hart (1816-1908) arrived

in California around 1863. He did a lot of
photography in the mining area as a traveling
artist, as well as in Yosemite and Yuba County
areas. After a successful commission of

photographing a portion of the building of the
Central Pacific Railroad in 1865, Hart became
the company’s official photographer until the
CPPR met the Union Pacific in 1869 and the
transcontinental railroad was completed. After
his termination from the CPRR contract, Hart’s
negatives (owned by the railroad) were often
reproduced without giving him credit. This SV is
on one of Hart’s “Central Pacific Railroad”
mounts with the imprinted address on the back
given as 135 J Street, Sacramento. He was at
that address for several years, circa 1868-1870.
[Palmquist & Kailbourn] The view of Colfax,
located in Placer County, CA, shows the early
development of the town that was the trading
center for the mines in the region. Nearby
Illinoistown eventually was merged into Colfax.
33. [CALIFORNIA – Colfax] Houseworth,
Thomas, & Co. “1250. Passenger Depot at
Colfax”, circa 1866. This view of the CPRR
depot at Colfax, Placer County, CA, is printed on

an orange mount of Houseworth’s “Central
Pacific Railroad” series. Interestingly,
Houseworth’s Central Pacific Railroad series
catalog, which was issued circa 1870, does not
list this view (it skips between numbers 1248

and 1289); however, the view number and title
is included in an earlier 1866 Lawrence &
Houseworth catalog. [Palmquist L&H]

then Brockway Hot Springs. The site is now part
of the Brockway Springs Condominium Project.

34. [CALIFORNIA – Lake Tahoe] Muybridge,
E.J. “708 – The shore of Lake Tahoe, near Tahoe
City”, published by Bradley & Rulofson, circa

The view looks up from the springs to the hotel
building. The view is on an orange Watkins’
New Series mount with his address given as 26
Montgomery Street, SF, which would date the
publication of this stereoview in the mid-1880s.
1873. Tahoe City, located on the shore of Lake
Tahoe in Placer County, was laid out in 1863
near the Truckee River outlet. The image shows
two young boys wading in the lake with a
wooden building seen in the distance at the far
right of the view. This view was issued as part
of Bradley & Rulofson’s Central Pacific Railroad
series.

37. [CALIFORNIA – Lake Tahoe] Watkins,
Carleton E. “The Embarcadero, Tahoe City, Lake
Tahoe”. The view shows a two-masted boat
tied up to a wharf extending out into the lake.

35. [CALIFORNIA – Lake Tahoe] Muybridge,
E.J. “710 – Tahoe House on the shore of Lake
Tahoe”, published by Bradley & Rulofson, circa
1873. The Tahoe House, the first hotel along
At the end of the wharf at far right is a building
with a “Billiards” sign above the door. At the
shore’s edge is the general merchandise store
of Davis & Noteware. The view is on an orange
Watkins’ New Series mount with his address
given as 26 Montgomery Street, SF, which
would date the publication of this stereoview in
the mid-1880s.
Lake Tahoe’s shores in Placer County, was built
by William Pomin, who also owned a brewery.
This view was issued as part of Bradley &
Rulofson’s Central Pacific Railroad series.
36. [CALIFORNIA – Lake Tahoe] Watkins,
Carleton E. “Warm Springs Hotel, Lake Tahoe.
4020”. The Warm Springs Hotel was built circa
1869-1870 on the site of a mineral hot springs
near Lake Tahoe’s water edge. It was later
known as Carnelian Hot Sulphur Springs and

38. [CALIFORNIA – Los Angeles] Anon. Titled
in a period hand on the bottom front of the
mount below the right image, “170 June [?]
Main & Spring Sts Los”. The view, on a mount
with an orange front and a buff-colored back,
depicts a three-story building at a corner with
other smaller commercial buildings around it.
The pediment identifies the building as the
Temple & Workman Bank which was
established in 1871. A sign on the ground floor
reads, Adolph Portugal. Portugal arrived in Los

Angeles in 1854 and by 1865 had accumulated
over $75,000. He sold his mercantile store
contents and returned to Europe. Following a

of the William Cullen Bryant tree in the North
Grove of the Mammoth Tree Grove of Calaveras
County. The large Sequoia (redwood) was
named in Bryant’s honor by a Mrs. M.R. Moore
in 1865 in honor of his poetry that reminded
her of this majestic grove of giant trees. The
back of the mount bears a 3-cent revenue
stamp and lists Lawrence & Houseworth’s
address in San Francisco as 317 & 319
Montgomery Street. The company had moved
there in October, 1864.

series of bad investments which nearly broke
him, he came back to Los Angeles and reentered the mercantile trade. He never
regained his former prominence and died a
pauper. The building was situated on a site in
downtown Los Angeles known as the Temple
Block. The Temple Block was in the most
prominent commercial core of Los Angeles from
the 1860s through the 1880s. The three-story
building in the view was built in 1871 and
replaced an earlier adobe structure. With retail
on the bottom floor, the second and third
stories were occupied by lawyers and other
professionals. Within a few years, the area
expanded and became known as Temple Square
(named for the early LA pioneer Temple family).
Businesses in the area ran the gamut, including,
at one time, over 100 saloons! This view
probably dates from the mid-1870s after
Portugal returned from Europe.

40. [CALIFORNIA – Napa] Brayton, J.G. Threestory building in Napa, circa 1870s. View looks
across a wide dirt street towards an ornate

39. [CALIFORNIA – Mammoth Tree Grove]
Lawrence & Houseworth. “885. Big Tree – Wm.

three-story building with a gabled mansard
roof. Many people are looking towards the
camera, including those in a horse and buggy
and a stage, possibly a hotel hack. The back of
the yellow mount bears the imprint “J.G.
Brayton, / Napa. / Additional copies may be had
at any time.” John Gray Brayton was active in
Napa between the years 1860-circa 1900. The
life-long bachelor was known for his portrait
photography, as well as stereoviews of Napa,
Chico and Geyserville.
41. [CALIFORNIA – Napa] Brayton, J.G. Napa
River scene, circa 1870s. View looks across the

Cullen Bryant; near view, / Calaveras Group”,
circa 1865. The view, on a Lawrence &
Houseworth California Scenery series yellow
mount, shows three men posed near the base

Napa River towards a small sailing vessel tied to
the bank with commercial buildings visible
behind it. The back side of the yellow mount

bears the imprint “J.G. Brayton, / Napa. /
Additional copies may be had at any time”.
42. [CALIFORNIA – New Almaden] Watkins,
C.E. Manuscript title “Res Superintendent /
Watkins – New Almaden”, 1863. New Almaden,

near San Jose, California, was the site of early
quicksilver mining and manufacturing. In 1863
Watkins made a series of mammoth plates and
stereoviews of New Almaden. This view shows
the superintendent’s large house in the trees at
the base of a hill; a gazebo is in the foreground.
Each image of this SV has a slight blemish, but
overall the view is in VG+ condition, sharp and
clear.
43. [CALIFORNIA – Oakland] Watkins, C.E.
“View from the Grand Central Hotel, Oakland”,
circa late 1870s. The image is on a Watkins’
New Series mount with the address listed as
427 Montgomery, San Francisco. Watkins
began his New Series around 1876 in an effort

Francisco Bay; a twin column church is in the
foreground; a vacant lot with a large circus sign
is visible to right of center; and the Oakland
Furniture Warehouse and other commercial
buildings can be seen in the background. The
SV consists of the front portion only; the top
has been “skinned” from the original thicker
mount. There are two portions of loss along the
border, not affecting the image, which is clear
and sharp.
44. [CALIFORNIA – Oakland] Watkins, C.E.
“3307 View from the Grand Central Hotel,
Oakland”, circa late 1870s. Like above, the
image is on a Watkins’ New Series mount with

the 427 Montgomery address. This view looks
down from the roof of the hotel through a tree
towards a more residential looking portion of
Oakland with a large structure and the foothills
in the distance.
45. [CALIFORNIA – Petaluma] Reilly, J.J. “No.
467. Petaluma, Cal.”, circa 1880s. This
overview of Petaluma in Sonoma County was
taken from a hill looking down past a
substantial farm house with outbuildings

to bounce back from an economic downturn
and reopened a gallery at 427 Montgomery
Street in late 1878. The site in Oakland where
the view was taken, the Grand Central Hotel,
was built in 1872 and burned to the ground in
1880. The hotel took up a full block and was
located between 11th and 12th streets and
Webster and Harrison in downtown Oakland.
The view appears to look towards the San

towards the town in the distance. The
photographer’s imprint reads “J.J. Reilly,
Marysville, Cal. / Views of American Scenery”.
John James Reilly (1834-1893), a native of

Scotland who had worked in New York prior to
coming to Stockton, California around 1870,
operated Wood’s Gallery in Marysville between
the years 1879-1886. Before his suicide death
in 1893, Reilly had produced a large body of
western images.
46. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Period handwritten title in ink, “Plaza – West
End – S.F.”. The view, on a gold colored,

square-cornered mount, bears no photographer
or publisher identification, but suggests an
1860s era scene. A more contemporary
penciled notation on the back reads “Shew”,
perhaps a reference to one of the three
photographer brothers operating in San
Francisco throughout the 1850s and 1860s –
Jacob, Myron and William. The image shows
the plaza, or Portsmouth Square, in the
foreground with only modest-sized trees,
suggesting they were only several years old.
The plaza, bordered by Kearny, Washington and
Clay streets, was San Francisco’s first public
square. It was set out in 1846 in Yerba Buena,
which was renamed a year later as San
Francisco. This historic plaza still exists in the
area known as Chinatown.
47. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anthony, E.
“View from Russian Hill – Bay in the Distance”,

circa late 1850s. The paper label on the back of
the square-cornered mount states that this

image is No. 58 in Edward Anthony’s California
series. At the time, Anthony’s address was
given as 501 Broadway, New York, NY. Largely a
stereoscopic publisher of other photographer’s
images, Anthony issued his first series of
California views around May, 1860. Palmquist
& Kailbourn suggest that Charles Leander Weed
may have taken many of the California views in
that series circa 1859, making this image one of
the earliest stereoviews of San Francisco. Light
contrast, o/w in Fine condition.
48. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco]
Houseworth, Thomas, & Co. “392. View Among
the Chinese on Sacramento Street”, circa 1865.
This same view appears in the 1866 (3rd) catalog
of stereoviews published by Lawrence &
Houseworth. However, this stereo was
published as part of Thomas Houseworth &
Co.’s San Francisco series which places it in the

time period of the fifth edition of the firm’s
catalog, 1869. Lawrence had retired from the
partnership circa 1867-1868. The view looks
down a busy street with sidewalks cluttered
with goods and several horse and wagons in the
middle of the street. Rounded corners are
slightly bumped, o/w in VG+ condition.
[CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Lawrence &
Houseworth. The following three stereoviews
were all issued as part of Lawrence &
Houseworth’s California Series. Peter Palmquist
in his book on Lawrence & Houseworth says
dating clues suggest that these views were
produced during the period 1864 and March,
1865. All three are on the light yellow, squarecornered mounts that bear the “Entered
according to Act of Congress in the year 1864,
by Lawrence & Houseworth,…” and all have a
three-cent revenue stamp on the back. One of

the tax stamps is clearly canceled with an 1864
date. The address stated on the imprint for
Lawrence & Houseworth is 637 Clay Street, S.F.
They moved from that address in the summer
of 1864 to 315 Montgomery Street in order to
prepare the large number of images included in
their 1865 catalog.

51. “375. San Francisco – View from 2d St.,
Rincon Hill”. The image looks down towards a

49. “133. San Francisco – From Market Street,
corner Montgomery, looking South.” Readable

mass of commercial and residential buildings
that extend on up the hill in the distance.
52. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Muybridge,
Edw. J. “San Francisco Savings Union, 532
California Street”, circa 1871. Issued as part of
Muybridge’s San Francisco series, his studio
address printed on the back of the mount is 12
Montgomery Street, SF, which dates the

signs include “House & Sign / Painting”, “St.
Lawrence House”, “Justice’s Court”, “Market St.
Restaurant”, and “Montgomery House”.
50. “173. San Francisco – N.E. cor.
Montgomery & California st.” The four-story
building on the corner has several signs,

including one for “John Middleton & Son”. To
the right is the Pacific Insurance Company
building. A horse and wagon waits on each
street in front of the Middleton store. This is
the view with the 3-cent revenue canceled with
an 1864 date.

publication of the view circa 1871-1873.
[Palmquist & Kailbourn] The image shows the
three story, ornate commercial building with a
pediment that reads “S.F. / Savings Union” and
a sign above the doorway that reads the same.
The San Francisco Savings Union was the first
bank to incorporate after the state of California
passed its first banking act in 1862. This
building burned in the Great Fire of 1906. The
bank changed its name to Savings Union Bank
of S.F. in 1916 and later to Savings Union Bank
& Trust Company.
53. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Watkins,
C.E. Titled in manuscript, “Lake Honda 725 /
Watkins Spring Valley W.W.”, circa late 1860s.
The view shows the lake and dam structure in

what is now known as the Laguna Honda area
of San Francisco between the Forest Hills and
Midtown Terrace districts, south of the Golden

Gate Park. George Ensign organized the Spring
Valley Water Works in 1858 and developed a
small spring in San Francisco that was close to
the intersection of Mason and Washington
streets. It was bought out in 1860 and five
years later the Spring Valley Water Works
consolidated with the San Francisco Water
Works. Supplying water to the city of San
Francisco has been of major concern since its
beginnings, and this early water works played a
major role in meeting that need during the
city’s formative years.
54. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Watkins,
Carleton E. “1630. Woodward’s Gardens, San
Francisco”, circa 1870s. The view, showing the

ornate buildings comprising Robert
Woodward’s gardens and attractions in what is
now the Mission District of San Francisco, was
published as part of Watkin’s Pacific Coast
series with his address given as 22 and 26
Montgomery Street. He had moved to that
location in 1871 and remained there until
around 1875-1876 when he lost his studio due
to economic misfortunes. The Woodward
Gardens were established in 1866 and were
open to the public until 1891, a short time after
Woodward’s death. Adolph Sutro purchased

some of the attractions of the Gardens and
displayed them in his Cliff House and the Sutro
Baths.
55. [CALIFORNIA – Santa Barbara] Hayward,
E.J., & H.W. Muzzall. “141. Snow on Top of
Santa Barbara Mountains … 1879”, 1879.
Hayward and Muzzall were partners in a
photography studio, located on State Street,
opposite the Occidental Hotel in Santa Barbara,
between the years 1874-1883. [Mautz] The
view, on a yellow mount with the imprint of

“Hayward & Muzzall’s / Views of Santa Barbara
and Vicinity”, looks down a muddy street
towards the mountains in the background.
Beyond a commercial building on the left side of
the image is a row of residences behind picket
fences. Trees have been newly planted
between the sidewalk and the street. A board
walk and a portion of a cast iron column can be
seen on the right of the dirt street. A portion of
the pasted-on paper title label is missing which
obliterates the actual month and day the photo
was taken.
56. [CALIFORNIA – Santa Cruz] Lawrence &
Houseworth. “52. The San Lorenzo Paper Mill,
Santa Cruz”, circa 1865. The view is printed on
Lawrence & Houseworth’s yellow “California”

series mount with the “Entered according to Act
of Congress in the year 1865…” imprint on the
left border. The view looks down on the mill

complex with several residential structures off
to the left side of the image. Construction of
the paper mill, financed by Henry Van
Valkenburgh of San Francisco, began in 1860.
The site, in Santa Cruz County, had all the
ingredients close at hand for the manufacture
of paper to serve the needs of nearby, rapidly
growing, San Francisco. A year later the mill
was producing 150 reams of wrapping paper
every day. Upon the death of Valkenburgh that
same year, his widow tried unsuccessfully to
run the mill. It sold at auction in 1862 to a
partner in the California Powder Works. Ten
years later the mill was sold to the California
Powder Works who operated in the area until
1914. [santacruzpl.org]
57. [CALIFORNIA - Sausalito] Reilly, J.J. “No.
153. Mount Tamaplais, Saucelito [sic], San
Francisco, Cal.”, circa 1880s. The view, on an
orange “J.J. Reilly, Marysville, Cal. / Views of
American Scenery” mount, looks down on the
Marin County town along the northwestern San

commercial buildings. The store of Fred Arnold
is on the corner with two street signs picturing
men’s boots. Benjamin Pierce Batchelder
(1826-1891) was one of several brothers who

were all in the photography business. B.P., born
in Massachusetts, was in California as early as
1851 operating a daguerreian gallery in Sonora.
By the next year, he and one of his brothers
were established in Stockton. After conducting
a traveling daguerreian business throughout the
mining area, he left America for Australia in
1858. He remained there for a decade, with
stays in Sydney and Bendigo (Sandhurst), before
returning to Oakland, California. By 1872 B.P.
Batchelder was back in Stockton with a studio
located at 183 El Dorado Street. [Palmquist &
Kailbourn]
59. [CALIFORNIA – Stockton] Soule, John P.
“No. 1111. Stockton City.”, circa 1870. This
sharp, clear view of Stockton’s riverfront shows
steamboats and other water craft on both sides
of the river with goods piled along the wharfs.

Francisco Bay shore with Mt. Tamalpais in the
background. Several business signs are
readable in the image. At the time of the
photo, Sausalito consisted of one main street
with a couple of side streets extending a half
block or so. The right-side image has a small
blemish spot by the back outbuilding of a large
house which does not detract from the appeal
of this rare view. The mount’s bottom corners
are slightly bumped from its repeated insertion
into a stereoscope.
58. [CALIFORNIA – Stockton] Batchelder, B.P.
Manuscript title, “Main St East from Eldorado”,
circa 1870s. The view, on a yellow mount,
shows the right side of Stockton’s Main Street
with many two and three story brick

This image is part of the California series of
views published by Soule of Boston. Soule
acquired the rights to use photos from many
early California photographers, especially M.M.
Hazeltine, to produce the series. Most of his
stereoviews were carefully processed, making
them some of the best period images of
California.

[CALIFORNIA – Stockton] Spooner, J. Pitcher.
The following five stereoviews are by John
Pitcher Spooner (1845-1917) on yellow mounts
with “J. Pitcher Spooner, / Portraits and
Landscapes.” and “173 & 175 Main Street, /
Stockton.” printed on the front side ends and
his logo of a pitcher and a spoon by a camera on
the back side. All date from the 1870s. A
Massachusetts native, Spooner sailed to
California, arriving in San Francisco in 1864.
After working in the studio of Bradley &
Rulofson, he left for Stockton in 1867, where he
established a photographic firm. He sold out his
interest to his partner within a month and
returned to San Francisco to work with Bradley
& Rulofson. In 1870 he repossessed his
Stockton gallery and continued in the
photography business there, with a variety of
partners through the years, until he sold the
gallery in 1893.
60. Untitled – Balloon Ascension. This view
shows a large crowd of people gathered in

building. View is identified by the newspaper’s
sign above the second story windows. Street
level signage includes “Emporium / Fine
Fashions” and “S. Waldman / dealer in / Cigars
& Tobacco”.
62. Untitled – Ornate building facade. View is a
head-on image of a two-story commercial

structure with an oval pediment near the roof
line with what appear to be the initials SJV over
a larger B (perhaps the San Joaquin Valley
Bank?). A single man stands near the street
level doorway.
63. Untitled – Residential area near a railroad
track. Taken from a high vantage point, this
view looks down across vacant land by a
railroad track to a residential area with a few
commercial buildings showing behind some
trees. There is no location identification. Is this

Stockton’s Hunter Square on July 4, 1876 to
view a balloon ascension. In the background, at
the right side of the image, is the three story
Mansion House that was built in 1873. Minor
spotting in the sky portion of the images, o/w in
Fine condition.
61. Untitled - Stockton Independent Office

the outskirts of Stockton or a nearby smaller
community? There are two spots and a ¼”
piece of emulsion missing in the sky portion of
the left side image.
64. Untitled – Parade entry? This view shows a
horse drawn wagon with two people dressed as
women in white clothing and white masks with
several men in masks escorting them. The
masks of the men are slightly blurred. The
photo was taken at a location where there were

street car tracks in front of a grocery and dry
goods store with the name “Moore” seen on a

66. [CALIFORNIA – Yosemite] Muybridge, E.J.
“1497 – Rainbow at Piwyack”, circa 1867-1873.
This view was published as part of Bradley &
Rulofson’s “Valley of the Yosemite” series
produced from the negatives that they acquired
from Muybridge in 1873. Muybridge had

sign as one of the business proprietors. The
store’s balcony appears to be decorated for a
holiday or celebration.
65. [CALIFORNIA – White Sulphur Springs]
Brayton, J.G. “White Sulphur Springs, Napa Co.,
Cal.”, circa 1870s. The mount’s backmark
imprint is that of J.G. Brayton, Napa, and in
pencil is written, “The old Alhambra near
redwoods.” The view shows a two-plus story

large wooden building with men and women
standing on the first floor porch and second
floor balcony. Known and used by California
Indians for centuries, the springs were
“discovered” by some hunters in the late 1840s.
By 1852 the first guests began to arrive and
several years later accommodations were
constructed in the area near a stand of
redwoods. Besides a place for rest and
relaxation, the springs were believed to have
curatorial powers for many ailments. A series
of fires periodically destroyed various structures
on the site, including this one. There is some
question over whether Brayton or Carlton E.
Watkins took the photographs of White Sulphur
Springs. In a similar image as this one, both
Brayton and Watkins published essentially the
same view. The contrast on this stereoview is a
tad light, but overall in VG+ condition.

photographed in the Yosemite area in 1867 and
again in 1872. Piwyack, or “Shower of Stars”,
shows the mist from one of Yosemite’s
spectacular falls. The right side image has three
chips of emulsion missing from around the
edge; o/w the SV is in VG+ condition.
67. [COLORADO TERRITORY – Georgetown]
Collier, Joseph M. Paper label on the back side
is titled, “No. 159. / Clear Creek Series –
Georgetown, Looking East”, circa 1874. The
view is on Collier’s Rocky Mountain Scenery
series yellow mount “Published at Central City
Colorado”. Joseph M. Collier (1836-1910)
arrived in Central City in 1871 where he had a

studio until 1878 when he relocated to Denver.
[Mautz] The label text reads, in part,
“Georgetown is the Capital of Clear Creek
County, … The settlement began in 1860. A
town charter was granted in 1868, and probably
no town in the Territory has grown so steadily
and prosperous as Georgetown. The present
population is about 3,500… The chief industry is
mining, and valuable inducements for the

investment of capital in mining enterprises are
to be found here. The value of ore shipments
during 1873 was over a million and a quarter
dollars”. The image, looking down into the
valley towards the mining town, is very sharp
and clear.

1870 and moved to Philadelphia where he
became superintendent of the American

68. [DAKOTA TERRITORY – Fort Berthold]
Carbutt, John. “946. – Fort Berthold, D.T.”,
[1867]. This view, published in 1867 by Carbutt
as part of his “Crossing the Plains to Montana, /
with Capt. Fisk’s Expedition, 1866” series, was
taken by either William Henry Illingsworth or

Photographic Relief Company. He
manufactured and marketed a dry plate process
for the last 20 years of his life. [Palmquist &
Kailbourn 2]
George Bill who had accompanied Capt. James
L. Fisk in an expedition to explore a wagon road
route from Minnesota to Montana. The view
shows a corner of the fort, including the block
house and several log buildings. A cannon sits
in the foreground, and against one of the
buildings is what appears to be a number of
cast iron stoves. Several soldiers are visible
near the doorway of the far-left building.
Originally named Fort Atkinson, an independent
fur trade post on the Missouri River, it was
renamed Fort Berthold when the American Fur
Company purchased it in 1862. After several
campaigns against the Sioux in the early 1860s,
the U.S. Army left a garrison there and built a
log camp outside the fur trading post stockade
during the winter of 1864-1865. When Fisk’s
expedition visited the site in 1866 the site was
still an active U.S. Army fort. It remained an
army post until 1867, after which it became the
Indian Agency for the Arikara, Hidatsa and
Mandan tribes and continued to operate as a
trading post. The site was inundated by the
Garrison Dam in 1953. [Wikipedia] Carbutt
(1832-1905) had been practicing his
photographic trade in the United States since
the late 1850s. He sold his Chicago studio in

69. [DAKOTA TERRITORY – Terryville] Fey,
Justus. Untitled, but penciled notations on the
back read “Mills at Terryville”], circa 1880.
“Black Hills Scenery, / Published by Justus Fey, /

City Gallery, / Deadwood, D.T.” is printed on the
back. Born in Hesse, present-day Germany, Fey
had established a photo studio in Deadwood by
1878. The image shows the mills and a few
residences in a sparse, hilly terrain. A rare
mining view in the Dakota Territory. The mount
shows some soiling and the right-side image has
several spots.
70. [INDIANS] Hart, A.A. / Watkins, C.E. “282.
Piute Squaws and Children, at Reno”, circa
1860s/1870s. While published under “Watkins’

Pacific Railroad” series with a studio location
given as 22 and 26 Montgomery Street, San
Francisco, it is likely that the photograph of
these Nevada natives was not taken by Watkins,

but by A.A. Hart. Hence, the image may date
from the late 1860s when Hart was
photographing the CPRR construction and sights
along the route but published several years
later by Watkins, who often did not credit Hart
as the photographer. This image appears to
represent three generations of a Piute family,
with grandmother, young mother, and two
small children, one in a cradleboard.
71. [INDIANS] Muybridge, E.J. “755 –
Shoshone Indian Camp, Wahsatch Mountains”,
circa 1870s. Image of an Indian man wrapped
in a robe standing in front of a tepee with

several others in the background. Mount bears
the front-end imprint of Muybridge’s series,
“Central Pacific Rail Road / Illustrated by Helios
Flying Studio”. The Wahsatch Mountains are in
the southern part of the Rockies in Utah, close
to the Idaho border. Partial light processing
stain on left side image of stereoview.
[INDIAN WARS – Modoc War] The following
eight stereoviews help document the Modoc
Indian War waged in 1872-1873 between a
small band of Modoc Indians and the U.S. Army

in the lava beds of northern California near Tule
Lake, close to the Oregon border. Six of the
views are by E.J. Muybridge (published by
Bradley & Rulofson of San Francisco) and two
are by Lewis Herman Heller (c1839-1929) a
Yreka, California photographer, published on
Carleton Watkin’s “Watkins’ Pacific Coast”
mounts. Muybridge was present for almost two
weeks in early May near the end of the conflict
and was commissioned by the government to
photograph the Modoc’s strongholds among
the lava beds, hence some were taken after the
main skirmishes. Heller’s views were taken
sometime during his two excursions to the
battlefield in April-May and June, 1873. It was
Heller’s views of the Modoc War that were used
as sources for the engravings published in
Harper’s Weekly. Heller later sold his Modoc
War negatives to Watkins, who often received
“silent” credit for taking the photographs.
[Palmquist & Kailbourn]
72. Heller, Louis Herman. “2505.
Headquarters on Tule Lake, taken N.E. from the
Bluff”, 1873. Published by Watkins, the view

shows rows of U.S. Army tents near the edge of
Tule Lake, a short distance away from the Lava
Beds where Captain Jack and his band of
Modocs were holed up in resistance to being
forced onto a reservation away from their
traditional homelands.

73. Heller, Louis Herman. “2515. View of Lava
Bed, near Mason’s camp, showing a group of

Soldiers and Warm Spring Indians”, 1873.
Published by Watkins, the view shows several
tents set up in the rocky terrain behind the
group.

77. Muybridge, E.J. ”1620 – The Lava Beds”,
1873. Shows the tall lava formations and a
passage way between them where four soldiers

74. Muybridge, E.J. “1614 – Bluff to West of
Tule Lake”, 1873. Shows rock wall

are resting. Two soldiers can be seen looking
over a rock from afar towards the camera.
78. Muybridge, E.J. “1621 – Generals Jeff C.
Davis, Hardie, and Gillem; and Officers of the
Modoc Campaign”, 1873. Shows the three
reinforcements with several Army tents and
soldiers in the background.
75. Muybridge, E.J. “1615 – On the start for a
Reconnoissance of the Lava Beds”, 1873. Shows

generals and two others seated with a large
group of officers gathered around behind them
for a group photograph.

a formation of soldiers by Army tents.
76. Muybridge, E.J. “1616 – On the Lookout for
an Attack at a Picket Station”, 1873. Shows
three soldiers peering out over a pile of lava
rocks.

79. Muybridge, E.J. “1623 – Donald McKy [sic]
the celebrated Warm Spring Indian Scout and
his chief men”, 1873. The Warm Spring scouts

mill near the mouth of the river. These river
drives were quite dangerous as log jams would
occur backing up long distances until a river
driver with his cant hook and pole was able to
free the log(s) causing the jam. Clear, sharp

helping the U.S. Army were from a neighboring
tribe to the north in Oregon.
80. [LOGGING] [Hazeltine, Martin Mason]
“Dam on Caspar River, in the Red Woods,
Mendocino Co.”, circa 1870. Number 1102 in
John P. Soule’s California series of stereoviews,

image of loggers on the splash dam on Soule’s
California series yellow mount. [P08-110]
“Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the
year 1870”. Soule, out of Boston, MA,
purchased negatives and/or the rights to
publish views by many photographers. It is
fairly well established that all of the Mendocino
County views in Soule’s California series were
taken by the photographer M.M. Hazeltine
(1827-1903) who had a studio in the coastal
town of Mendocino City in the late 1860s.
Taken in the heart of the redwood country, the
Soule/Hazeltine redwood logging views up and
down the coast of Mendocino County provide
some of the earliest visual imagery of that
industry, so important to the built environment
of early California. This view shows a splash
dam on the Caspar River, about 5 miles north of
Mendocino City. Splash dams were used along
with the spring freshets to float logs down a
creek or river that normally did not have much
water flow. Logs would be rolled into the river
(see next entry) below the dam. When the
winter and spring rains filled up the river above
the dam, the flood gates would open and the
rush of water would float the logs down to the

81. [LOGGING] [Hazeltine, Martin Mason]
“Jam of Logs on Big River. – Mendocino Co.”,
circa 1870. Number 1150 in John P. Soule’s
California series of stereoviews. [See above

description] This Hazeltine view was taken up
Big River, which empties into the bay at
Mendocino City. The photograph shows a man
standing on top of a pile of redwood logs in the
river bed, either waiting for the flood gates to
open to bring water down to float the logs to
the mill near the mouth of the river, or figuring
out which log(s) caused the jam and deciding
how to free that key log which would unlock the
log jam. [P04-905]

[MILITARY – Dakota Territory] Haynes, F. Jay.
The following three SVs were taken by Frank Jay
Haynes (1853-1921) on trips commissioned by
the Northern Pacific Rail Road through the
Dakota Territory from Brainerd, MN to the end
of the line in Bismarck, D.T. during the years
1876-1877 and later by the Black Hills Stage
Company (a subsidiary of the NPRR) into the
mining regions of Dakota Territory. All three of
the views are on Haynes’ “Scenery Along the
Line of the / Northern Pacific Rail Road” mounts
with his studio location listed as Moorhead, MN
and each dated in print, “1877”. The views
were taken at or near Fort Abraham Lincoln,
D.T. at the end of the Sioux War (1876-1877).
The fort was established in June, 1872 as Fort
McKeen but changed its name several months
later to Fort Abraham Lincoln. The U.S. Army
military post was located near Bismarck at the
confluence of the Missouri and Heart rivers.
Originally an infantry post, the 7th Cavalry
located there in 1873 to ensure the expansion
of the Northern Pacific. George A. Custer was
commander of the fort until he was killed in
1876 at the Battle of the Little Bighorn during
the Sioux uprising. The fort was abandoned
after the completion of the railroad and in 1907
was deeded to the state of North Dakota for
use as a state park. [Wikipedia]
82. Haynes, F. Jay. “Comanche”, 1877.
Indicated in ink as negative No. 88, the backside

of this view has a long printed description of the
horse Comanche, the U.S. Army’s “only living
survivor of the Custer Massacre”. Col. Keogh of
I Co., 7th Cavalry, rode him into battle at Little
Big Horn. “After the battle, Comanche was
found on the field with seven wounds. Maj.

Reno’s orders were to shoot him; but upon the
appeals of the men who knew him, he was
permitted to live. He is now at Fort A. Lincoln,
D.T…” The stereo is a side-view of the famous
horse being held by a soldier, with another
soldier in the background.
83. Haynes, F. Jay. Titled in manuscript on the
reverse of the mount, “Ferry Landing / Ft.
Lincoln”, 1877. Indicated as Negative No. 91,
the view shows the sternwheeler Denver tied

up along the bank of the Missouri with many
wagons and teams around loading and/or
unloading supplies. The left side image has a 1”
stain and the SV is creased down the middle
between the two images, not affecting the
images.
84. Haynes, F. Jay. Titled in manuscript on the
reverse of the mount, “Gatling Gun Battery /
Lincoln”, 1877. This exceptional view, indicated

as Haynes’ Negative No. 817, shows several
army soldiers standing by a Gatling gun
mounted on wheels with several caissons and
carts with extra wheels behind them. Some of
the buildings of Fort Lincoln can be seen in the
distance. Gatling’s patent for this rapid fire,
hand cranked weapon was issued in 1862.

Gatling guns were used during the Civil War
during the siege of Petersburg and on some
naval vessels, but were not officially part of the
U.S. Army’s arsenal until 1866. Custer had this

weapon available to him at Ft. Lincoln, but
chose not to bring it along when he set out with
the 7th Cavalry toward his demise at Little Big
Horn.
85. [MINING] Anon. Later manuscript title in
pencil, “Hidden Treasure Mine / Sunny Side,
Placer Co.”, circa 1870s. Presented on a mount

86. [MINING] Anon. Manuscript inscription on
the back, “Mining scene New York / Flat, Yuba
Co., California / Looking down the claim / East”,

circa 1860s. The name “W. Elliot” is also
written on the reverse side, but there is no
photographer’s imprint. This must have been
part of a series of SVs documenting this mining
region, as a penciled “No. 1” is written on the
left side front margin of the mount. The view
shows hydraulic mining in progress with a large
stream of water and ditches and sluices. Gudde
places New York Flat (Yuba County) near the
Butte County line, between Brownsville and
Forbestown. The gold deposits were 20 feet
below a marshy meadow that began to be
drained in 1858 to make mining easier. This
view shows the resulting big hole opened up to
get down to the gold.
87. [MINING] Lawrence & Houseworth.
“Hydraulic Mining – The Sluice.”, circa 1865.
The view is on a yellow “California” series
mount with, “Entered according to Act of

with a purple front and an orange back and no
photographer’s imprint, the view shows a
substantial mining camp in California’s gold
country, with a cluster of both large and small
wooden buildings on both sides of a wide dirt
road leading up the mountain. Gudde locates
the mine near Damascus. It was discovered in
1875 and became the largest drift mine in
California. Worked for 32 years, the mine
produced about $4,000,000!

Congress in the year 1865, by Lawrence &
Houseworth, in the Clerk’s office of the District
Court of the United states, for the Northern
District of California.” Although this view has
no number, the title corresponds to No. 797 in
Lawrence & Houseworth’s 1865 catalogue. The
image looks down a sluice going through a
hydraulic cut.

88. [MINING] Lawrence & Houseworth. “803.
Hydraulic Mining – The Pipe and Tank.”, circa
1865. The SV shows the elevated tank on a

Mining and Gravel Company ended its hydraulic
mining operations shortly after. The Sawyer
decision virtually ended hydraulic mining in
California.
90. [MINING] Muybridge,E.J. “851 – The
‘Heathen Chinese’ panning out”, circa 1873.
The view, showing two Chinese miners, one
shoveling gravel and the other panning for gold,

portion of the original landscape that has not
been washed away during the hydraulic mining
operation, and the pipe that sends water down
to the mining operation by gravity flow. A valve
is in the forefront of the image that would
siphon water down a side pipe. This title and
number appear in Lawrence & Houseworth’s
1865 catalogue.
89. [MINING] Watkins, C.E. “1805. Flume and
Catchwater below Big Canon Dam, / North
Broomfield Gravel Mining Co., Nevada Co.”,
circa 1871. Watkins photographed the

Broomfield Gravel Mining Company’s
operations in 1871 and published them as part
of his Pacific Coast series on yellow mounts.
The mining company was formed in 1866 and
operated a very successful hydraulic gold
mining operation at the Malakoff Mine. It was
reported that at its peak output the company
could process 50,000 tons of gravel each day by
operating seven giant monitors 24-hours a day,
seven days a week. The tailings, which were
dumped into the Yuba River, sparked
California’s first major environmental
controversy. As a result of Judge Lorenzo
Sawyers’ decision in 1884 against the defendant
in an anti-debris lawsuit, the North Broomfield

is printed on a mount with the series printed on
both ends of the obverse, “Mining Scenes in
California / Illustrated by Edw. J. Muybridge”.
The reverse side advertises Muybridge’s Helios
studio and the availability of views of California,
Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,

Arizona, Alaska, Vancouver, and Oregon, along
with photos of the Central and Union Pacific
Railroads, Yosemite, Mammoth Trees, Geysers,
Mining Scenes, Chinese, Indians, Studies of
Trees and Clouds, and Marine and Moonlight
Effects. Overprinted in red ink on the back side
is the notice that the view was “Published by /
Bradley & Rulofson, / 429 Montgomery Street, /
San Francisco”. In 1873, Muybridge reached an

agreement with Bradley & Rulofson to publish
many of his Pacific coast views. [Palmquist &
Kailbourn]
91. [TRANSPORTATION – Railroad] Carbutt,
John. “227. – N. and E. front U.P.R.R. Works,
Omaha.”, 1866. View of the Union Pacific Rail

Road’s Omaha, NE yards on a yellow mount
from J. Carbutt’s series “Union Pacific Rail
Road, / Excursion to the 100th Meridian,
October, 1866”. John Carbutt, a native of
England, migrated to Canada circa 1853 where
he photographed by the Grand Trunk Railroad.
He moved to Indiana around 1858 and
continued in the photographic trade. In 1861,
after a trip back to England, he relocated in
Chicago. Carbutt became the official
photographer for the UPRR’s promotional trip
to the 100th Meridian in 1866. This view is one
of the many he took and published as part of
this series. [Palmquist & Kailbourn 2]
92. [TRANSPORTATION – Railroad] Anthony &
Co., E. & H.T. Anthony, publishers. “No 7119 /

Snow Sheds and Summit Station. / Central
Pacific Rail Road”, circa late 1860s. Edward
Anthony (1818-1888), an early New York
photographer and his brother, Henry T. (18141884) , began working together in 1850 and
became one of the nation’s leading supplier of
photographic supplies. They published the

work of many photographers in a variety of
formats, including stereoviews. They marketed
several different series of views of the West,
including the series of which this view is one,
“Views Along the Line of the Pacific Rail Road”.
The mount has a paper label on the back, plus a
bookseller’s label from Monmouth, IL with the
warning, “Touch not the face of the Views with
your Fingers. Sweat soils them”. The view
shows the long curve of track covered with
wooden snow sheds and the large Summit
Station building nearby. The site is in the Sierra
Nevada mountains near the California-Nevada
line.
93. [TRANSPORTATION – Railroad]
Houseworth, Thomas, & Co. “1341. C.P.R.R.
Train on Long Ravine Bridge.”, circa 1870s.
View looks towards the rear car from down the

track and shows a large group of people,
perhaps on an excursion, gathered around the
caboose. The locomotive can be seen on ahead
nearly across the curve of this bridge in the
Sierra Nevadas. The image is a part of
Houseworth’s Central Pacific Railroad series.
The address printed on the mount is 9
Montgomery Street, SF, which, according to
Palmquist & Kailbourn, would date this view
around 1872 or just after.
94. [TRANSPORTATION – Railroad] Russell,
A.J. “No. 76a – Tunnel No. 2, head of Echo
Canon”, circa 1869. This image is rich in detail
and shows a group of men preparing massive
timbers for use as support beams in this tunnel
being constructed along the Union Pacific Rail
Road. One man is using a hand saw; another is
posed with a chisel and mallet; and another
carries a square. The back side of the mount
bears the imprint, “Union Pacific R.R. Views /

Across the Continent, / West from Omaha. / A.J.
Russell, Artist”. Andrew J. Russell (1829-1902),
a former Civil War photographer, became the

official photographer of the Union Pacific Rail
Road in 1868. Russell’s series of views taken
while in that position provide historians with
important visual documentation of the

In that same year, Watkins, probably with help
from his “Big Four” friends – especially C.P.
Huntington – began a formal association with
the Central Pacific Railroad. He primarily
photographed along the scenic Sierra Nevada
and western stretches of the line supplying
negatives to the CPRR company and publishing
views for the general public. Also, in 1869,
Watkins acquired the CPRR negatives of A.A.
Hart which were most often published under
Watkins’ name. These two SVs probably date
from that period, but whether the photographs
were taken by Watkins or Hart is unclear.

95. “153. Hog’s Back Cut, / 60 feet deep, 2
miles above Alta”. The view shows a train going
through this deep cut in the Sierra Nevada
mountains. Two long rows of what appear to
be stacked cord wood are visible along the right
side of the track.

construction of the railroad that would have a
profound impact in the development of the
West. The right-side image on this squaremount stereoview has some black processing
spots which do not seriously detract from its
clarity.
TRANSPORTATION – Railroad] Watkins, C.E.
The following two stereoviews are on Watkins’
Central Pacific Railroad series mounts with his
address given as 429 Montgomery Street, SF.
Palmquist & Kailbourn surmise that with the
completion of the transcontinental railroad in
1869, Watkins sought to capitalize on the
premise that more people would be arriving in
San Francisco. Consequently, he moved his
studio to larger quarters at 429 Montgomery.

96. “231. Bloomer Cut near Auburn / 800 feet
long and 62 feet high”. This view looks down
head-on towards a train coming through this
impressive cut coming out of the Sierra Nevada
mountains near Auburn, California.
97. [TRANSPORTATION – Railroad] Watkins,
C.E. “211. West Postal Tunnel No. 1 / Grizzly
Hill”. This view is printed on one of Watkins’
New Series mounts and gives his studio address
as 427 Montgomery. Watkins began his New

Series of Pacific Coast views circa 1876 but used
many of his own earlier negatives, as well as

rocks on September 17, 1873. The view is part
of the Bay of San Francisco series that was
photographed by Muybridge but published by
Bradley & Rulofson of San Francisco. Earlier
that year, Muybridge had come to an

some of Hart’s, interspersed with newer
images.
98. [TRANSPORTATION – Railroad] Watkins,
C.E. / A.A. Hart “340. Indian viewing R.R. from
Top of Palisades, 435 miles from Sacramento”,
circa 1866. Although published as part of

Watkins’ Pacific Railroad series, the same image
(with the same number) had been published
earlier under Alfred A. Hart’s imprint. After
1869 Hart’s negatives were under the control of
the Central Pacific Railroad who allowed his
competitors Lawrence & Houseworth and
Watkins to print them under their own names.
Hart took the photograph sometime between
1865 and 1868 during his time as the “official”
photographer of the east-bound railroad
construction – hence the reference to the
distance from Sacramento. Watkins published
his Pacific Railroad series circa 1871. The
location of the Top of Palisades was in Nevada.
99. [TRANSPORTATION – Steamship]
Muybridge. E.J. “1658 – The Costa Rica on the
Rocks in the Golden Gate, looking East”, 1873.
A classic shipwreck view of the S.S. Costa Rica
on the rocks near the shore line. On her way to
San Francisco from Honolulu, she went on the

agreement with Bradley & Rulofson to publish
many of his Yosemite views, as well as many
other Pacific Coast images. The imprint on the
back side of the mount lists the various series of
Muybridge’s photographs offered by Bradley &
Rulofson, including his Modoc War and Lava
Beds series.

